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Introduction
Since the Bitcoin whitepaper was published in 2008 (Bitcoin: A Peer-toPeer Electronic Cash System) by Satoshi Nakamoto /Thank you Satoshi!/ the
world has been changed. The blockchain technology and new understanding of
money were presented. New era has begun! At the very first stages not many
people were involved into the blockchain but from year to year the public
interest was growing fast. Vitalik Buterin had made the next huge step in
popularization of the blockchain technology /Greetings Vitalik/ working on
Ethereum as an open source, public, blockchain-based distributed computing
platform and operating system featuring smart contract functionality since late
2013. Finally the Ethereum blockchain went to live on summer 2015. The boom
of smart contracts has begun. Many new startups or crypto projects were born.
More people took a part in...
The era of ICO’s brings a lot of opportunities for startups to raise funds
for development. Unfortunately, not all projects were fairly honest or legitimate,
some of them were born for the sole purpose – to scam people. The dark side of
the technology went to live too. Many people were scammed and had lost a lot
of money. Unfortunately, no one can stop this fraudulent epidemic, but together
we could help reduce its impact. We have a medicine based on our experience!

Cryptoholic Academy Mission
We strongly believe that a vaccine from scam epidemic exists and its
name is knowledge! We want to share our knowledge with everyone! That is
why we are launching our Cryptoholic Academy Educational Platform.

Who we are
We are the group of individuals who have more than 3 years of
experience in the crypto field. Our team members were involved in different
crypto projects during the past years, working as team members of projects or
investing in it. A huge experience had been collected from both sides. Now we
have some unique knowledge and ready to share it with our audience.
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What is Cryptoholic Academy Educational Platform
Cryptoholic Academy is an educational nonprofit project based on our
experience and knowledge in crypto field. It has our unique understanding how
to represent the information. It is lifetime free for everyone.
Cryptoholic Academy has “live structure”, which means that everyone
who wants to be involved could take a part in our project , of course if they have
the same vision as we do. We are flexible and responsive. We are going to grow
together with the audience and community. We have a lot of ideas and plans to
implement.
Cryptoholic Academy is forever free for everybody and could be useful
for wise majority of people especially for those who are entering the crypto
world right now. We can’t teach people how to earn money, but we could help
them to save some. Our educational program based on our own experience
which we had collected in recent years. We know things that are not usually
showing to the public. We are going to share it with everyone in a smart, simple
and sometimes funny way. At the first stage we are planning to produce short
3D animated videos with useful tips, real stories, personal experience which
could help to understand many aspects of crypto life in easy way.

Cryptoholic Academy Token
Cryptoholic Academy educational content will be forever free for
everyone. At present, our own resources are limited and not sufficient to
implement all our ideas and plans... that is why we have decided to launching
first ever Initial Crypto Donation Request Procedure ICDRP (how we name it).
That means that we have deployed our own smart contract and created
Cryptoholic Academy Donation Token (CADT) .
Cryptoholic Academy Donation Token is erc-20 compatible custom
token. The main aim of it - donations for support our project. It has fixed value
of 0.01 USD (one cent). Anyone who sends some ETH on our smart contract
address will get some CADT back. We also will have other options to support
our project, in such cases we will send CADT back to our supporters from special
wallets with the same rate to USD equivalent (1CADT = $0.01).
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Please visit our website Support Us section to know how you could
support our educational platform. Donations are Welcomed! Thank you!

CADT economic model
We strongly believe that Knowledge should be available for everyone.
Using that philosophy we have decided to create 7,777,777,777 CADT tokens
with the fixed value of $0.01 each. That number is close to current Earth
population!
We have already mentioned that all our educational content will be
forever free for everyone. We perfectly understand that it is not possible to
collect donations on all number of tokens covered by total supply, but we are
planning to be ON for as long period of time as it ever possible. We hope that
we will be supported for all the time too.
Total Supply: 7,777,777,777 CADT
Fixed value: $0.01 for 1 CADT
CADT is a donation token with a fixed value.
No official listings on any exchange during first 5 years planned and not
guaranteed in the future!
Smart contract address will get 3,333,333,333 CADT at the moment of creation.
Another 4 team owned addresses will get 1,111,111,111 CADT each for safety
reasons. Those 4 addresses will be used for sending CADT tokens for BTC and
other type of donations. As well as for making partnerships, advertizing and so
on, even for listings (if such decision will be made in the future).

CADT burning schedule and key facts
Summer 2023 we are going to burn 30% of all not distributed by that time
tokens.
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Summer 2024 we are going to burn 50% of all not distributed by that time
tokens.
The question about platform decentralization will be discussed in autumn 2024.
The final decision will be made by the 31 Dec 2024
Summer 2025 we will make our final decision about the possibility of listing and
after that 100% of all not distributed by that time tokens will be burned.
Official listing and platform decentralization are not guaranteed!

Roadmap

1st year (Q2 2020 - Q2 2021)
The first year is the most important to build a strong basis of project.
Huge support and growing community are extremely necessary for us. Making
new friends, building an audience, collecting funds for the expanding are the
main aims for the first year.
We are going to start with the Web Series with codename "ISO". "ISO"
is 3D animated educational Web Series, with live and interactive scenario. The
main ISO's screenplay is about "what is going on inside one virtual crypto
project", it is based on the real experience. Live scenario means that it is openended and could be changed spontaneously according to the interaction with
our audience

Along the “ISO” at the first year we will share some personal thoughts and
experience in the short animated interviews with the team and may be with some of
our supporters. Useful tips will be given too.
2nd year (Q2 2021 - Q2 2022)
According to the first year results decision about ISO's 2nd season will
be made. We hope that by that time we will have enough funds to grow the
team for building full featuring educational platform. Along that we will
continue to share personal experience hopefully together with the invited
experts.
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3rd year (Q2 2022 - Q2 2023)
We are planning to make partnerships with individuals or institutional
who are interested to cooperate with us for building a strong educational
platform. Summer 2023, 30% of all not distributed by that time tokens will be
burned.
4th year (Q2 2023 - Q2 2024)
No one could predict what could be in future especially after 3 years
distance. We are also not going to mislead our supporters making such
predictions. We hope that we will have a strong educational platform with the
good value of knowledge, partnerships with well known people and
organizations as well as huge audience. All decisions about next two years will
be made according the first 3 years results. Summer 2024 we are going to burn
50% of all not distributed by that time tokens.
5th year (Q2 2024 - Q2 2025)
The question about platform decentralization will be discussed in
autumn 2024. The final decision will be made by the 31 Dec 2024. According the
decisions were made about platform's decentralization, next steps will be
discussed. Further roadmap stages will be discussed as well as listing options. In
Summer 2025 we will make our final decision about the possibility of listing and
after that 100% of all not distributed by that time tokens will be burned.
Further steps
We have already mentioned that it is hard to predict future especially
in crypto world. We will consider our next steps according the current project
state. In the case of necessity, the questions about platform decentralization and
listings could be raised again but it will not be guaranteed as well!

Cryptoholic Academy Donation Token Data
Smart contract address:

0x9557A956202DfEa21b910afb96ac4D2FF7783cfa

Token name:

CADT

Decimals:
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Cryptoholic Academy Official Resources
Website:

CryptoholicAcademy.com

Telegram:

t.me/CryptoholicAcademyOfficial

Medium:

medium.com/@cryptoholicacademy
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